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Mentioned in Despatches
Lieutenant Allen Otty and the 5th CMR.
at Passchendaele, 30 October 1917

CURTIS MAINVILLE

A bstract: A recip ien t o f the V ictoria Cross fo r his actions at P a ssch en d a ele,
M a jor George R . P ea rkes of the 5th CMR has been credited with turning
a disastrous advance into a highly effective defence. R arely m en tioned
in the B a ttle of Vapour F a rm , however, was the sim ultaneous attack by
L ieu ten a n t A llen O tty on a critica l G erm an pillbox only 200 yards away.
W hile P e a r k e s’ leadership may have saved the day fo r the C an ad ia ns,
it was O tty who saved P earkes by securin g the Canadian fla n k and
elim inating as many as five enem y m achine guns. T his article exam ines
that fa tefu l engagem ent fro m the p oin t o f view o f a sold ier who was
ultim ately rejected fo r the E m p ir e ’s highest award.

U I u n d e r sta n d t h a t you are now selecting officers for the training
of conscripts under the Military Service A ct,” wrote Norval O tty
to Lieutenant-Colonel James McAvity on 31 October 1917. Only days
into the Passchendaele campaign that so captivated Canadian readers,
O tty was clearly concerned for the safety of his son, Lieutenant
Allen O tty of the 5th Battalion, Canadian Mounted Rifles (cmr ),
and begged the officer appointed to train New Brunswick’s Depot
Battalion to bring his son home from the Front. “He is our only son,
and his mother and I would both be glad to see him home again for a
while.”1 Little did he know that the 5th cmr were already hours into

1 New Brunswick Museum (Archives and Research) [NBM], Marianne Gray Otty
Papers, F14-9, Norval Otty to Lieutenant-Colonel J. McAvity, 31 October 1917.
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a major operation, one that would see company commander Major
George R . Pearkes awarded a Victoria Cross (v c ) and take the life of
Norval O tty ’s only son less than 200 yards away.
A good deal has been written about Pearkes. According to
his biographer, Reginald Roy, Pearkes “was well liked by his men.
They knew he would never ask them to do something he would
never do himself. He exuded confidence, and his cheerful presence
in the line or in the attack raised morale.”2 In the words of one of
his contemporaries, “He was the perfect fighter.”3 While many of
these qualities were evident before and during his early Great War
service, his actions in 1917 went a long way to securing his future as
a career soldier, Conservative politician, and lieutenant-governor of
British Columbia. Already the recipient of the Military Cross (mc ),
his fearless leadership at Passchendaele turned a disastrous advance
into a highly effective defence that allowed the Canadian Corps to
maintain forward momentum.
While there is no doubt that Major Pearkes was deserving of
the empire’s highest military honour, part of his commanding
officer’s official recommendation for the vc deserves further scrutiny.
According to his citation,
At a particular stage of the attack his further advance was threatened
by a strong point which was an objective of the battalion to his left,
but which they had not succeeded in capturing. Quickly appreciating
the situation, he captured and held this point, thus enabling his further
advance to be successfully pushed forward.4
This flanking engagement at Source Farm was critical to the overall
success of the 5th cmr in securing nearby Vapour Farm. Battalion
records, however, suggest that it was not Major Pearkes who led the
assault on Source Farm but Lieutenant Otty; moreover, it was Otty

2 Reginald H. Roy, For Most Conspicuous Bravery: A Biography of Major-General
George R. Pearkes (Vancouver: UBC Press, 1977), 53.
3 Charles Henry Savage, “Memoire” (alternatively titled “So We Joined the Army”),
Vancouver Island University, The Canadian Letters and Images Project. < http://www.
canadianletters.ca/ letters.php?letterid=8ooo&warid=3&docid=5&collectionid=315>.
Sergeant Savage was an original member of the 5th CMR and served with that unit
until 1919. Wounded at Regina Trench in 1917, he was commissioned later that year
but missed the crucial battle of Passchendaele.
4 London Gazette, 11 January 1918, Issue 30471, 722.
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O tty fa m ily hom e, G agetow n , N e w B run sw ick.
N e w B ru n sw ick 1990-29-5g]

[Collection of Queens CountyHeritage, Gagetown,

who held the line against repeated attacks and who led a detachment
of men against five enemy machine guns, allowing Pearkes to defend
his main position against a numerically superior German force. For
his efforts, O tty was mentioned-in-despatches (mid ) by Field Marshal
Sir Douglas Haig, commander-in-chief of the British Expeditionary
Force. But was this enough? Soon after his death, rumours circulated
that O tty had been nominated for the v c . If indeed correct, a closer
examination of O tty ’s war record, particularly his actions on 30
October 1917, may provide some insight into why some men were
awarded the Empire’s highest award for valour while others were
ultimately rejected.
Allen O tty was born at Hampton, New Brunswick, in 1888. He
was a carpenter by trade, like his father before him, and earned a
modest living constructing motorized pleasure craft from the large
family home at Gagetown, on the lower St. John River. The village
was enthusiastic in its support when war was declared in August
1914: funds were raised in support of Belgian relief; local branches
of the Women’s Institute and Red Cross ensured that volunteers
did not want for comforts; and when seven of its boys, including
Sergeant O tty of the 74th (Sussex) Regiment, departed for Saint
John in early December, almost all of Gagetown’s residents gathered
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along Front Street to see them off. School children, caught up in the
events unfolding around them, were given half a day off to partake in
the spectacle. With British and Canadian flags waving in abundance
and the echo of Tipperary ringing through the streets, each volunteer
was presented with a supply of cigars, nuts, and chocolates for the
long overland journey ahead of them.56
Most of these men were bound for the “Fighting 26th,” New
Brunswick’s first official infantry battalion and part of the second
Canadian contingent. Otty, an experienced horseman, preferred the
cavalry and was among a number of Gagetown boys who enlisted
with the 28th New Brunswick Dragoons while awaiting that militia
unit’s mobilization into “B ” Squadron of the 6th cm r .6 They did not
have to wait long. In late February 1915, just as O tty was completing
a month-long course in machine gun use and tactics, the 6th cmr
was activated.7 Elements of the 8th Princess Louise’s New Brunswick
Hussars, the 36th Prince Edward Island Light Horse, the 28th New
Brunswick Dragoons and the 14th King’s Canadian Hussars began
to congregate at Amherst, Nova Scotia for additional training.89As
fate would have it, however, a call for immediate reinforcements for
the front resulted in the transfer of almost the entire machine gun
section to which O tty was assigned to the 55th Battalion, Canadian
Expeditionary Force (cef ).9 By the time the 6th cmr was readying
itself for England, O tty was already training at Shorncliffe and
awaiting his turn for France or the Mediterranean.
“We are sure to win and I will soon be home again,” wrote O tty
optimistically in one of his first letters home, “but I don’t want to
come till I have done my little part.”10 There is little doubt of his

5 “Rousing Send-Off to Gagetown Volunteers,” Daily Telegraph (Saint John), 4
December 1914, 7.
6 “Gagetown Physician Among Ten to Enlist,” Daily Telegraph, 30 November 1914,
4. There is a noticeable gap between this public announcement of O tty’s enlistment
and his official attestation with the 55th Battalion on 11 May 1915. Military records
suggest that he joined the 6th CMR on 10 February 1915, however, his activities
prior to this date are restricted to a short announcement in the Daily Telegraph, 10
December 1914, 9, that he was employed with the Remount Depot of the 28th NB
Dragoons awaiting mobilization with four other Gagetown men.
7 “Gagetown Notes,” Daily Telegraph, 5 January 1915, 5; “ Gagetown News,” 10
February 1915, 8.
8 Captain M.S. Hunt, Nova Scotia’s Part in the Great War (Halifax: Nova Scotia
Veteran Publishing Co., 1920), 9.
9 “Gagetown News,” Daily Telegraph, 7 May 1915, 5.
10 “ ‘Nothing Too Good For Canadians,’ He Writes,” Daily Telegraph, 2 September
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L ieuten an t Otty, 19 1 7 . [Collection ofQueens
CountyHeritage, Gagetown, N e w B ru n sw ick ,
1996-18a]

sincerity - doing one’s “bit” was, after all, a strong motive among
those who volunteered with the cef - or his desire to share his
overseas experiences with his parents and younger sister, Marianne
Gray O tty. As the Grammar School principal, secretary of the
Gagetown Women’s Institute, and local historian, “Molly” O tty was
rightfully proud of her brother’s military service and ensured that
many of his letters were subsequently published in the (Saint John)
Daily Telegraph. New Brunswick readers were fascinated by O tty ’s
description of training in England as an endless ritual of rifle practice,
long route marches through the English countryside, and a seemingly
inexhaustible number of secondary duties. They were equally amused
by his accounts of seaside bathing three times per week and having to
keep his fellow Canadians out of trouble with the local constabulary.
Only when O tty was transferred to the 1st Battalion in September
1915, however, would they come to understand the more serious
challenges that faced the common soldier at the front.
Sergeant O tty was initially thrilled to be at the front, in spite of
the obvious danger: “We have just come back from the firing line for
our first rest,” he began, “We are holding out in a bunch of oaks, and
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overhead a steady stream of shells from both sides kind of breaks the
monotony ... It’s rather interesting to watch.”11 He noted the wanton
destruction of French villages around his location and the numerous
temporary crosses that marked the graves of fellow soldiers, but the full
weight of war had not really made an impression upon him. In fact, in
the wake of an “attack demonstration” that resulted in a particularly
strong enemy retaliation at Wulverghem on 13 October, O tty seemed
more interested in the buttons blown off his colleague’s tunic than the
Gagetown boys who were killed or injured in the bombardment.12
O tty ’s cavalier attitude towards war was soon tested when
the 1st Battalion came under heavy enemy shelling on New Year’s
Day, 1916.13 Several men from his platoon had the misfortune of
being caught in the open. As men on either side of him lay dying,
Sergeant O tty counted himself lucky that he was only wounded in
the abdomen.14 O tty was initially treated at Etaples, on the French
coastline, but was transferred to Bevan Military Hospital in England
when his wound developed a post-operative infection. “It seems
queer to be in a real bed, after all we have gone through in the
past months,” he noted in one bedside letter.15 His recovery, however
comfortable, was dreadfully slow, marked by a number of mysterious
fevers that left him jaundiced and easily fatigued.16 Throughout his
lengthy hospitalization, Sergeant O tty remained upbeat and eager
to return to active duty. His spirits were undoubtedly buoyed by the
bedside visit of several Nursing Sisters from New Brunswick and the
late arrival of a large Christmas box from his sister on behalf of the
Gagetown Women’s Institute.
The institute, like most grassroots organizations, were committed
to maintaining the morale of soldiers in the field. As more and more

11 “Noises at Front Recall Familiar Sounds Heard Along St. John River,” Daily
Telegraph, 14 October 1915, 5.
12 “ Ground Heaved Like Floating Bog, Writes Gagetown Soldier in Describing Great
Battle,” Daily Telegraph, 1 December 1915, 4. For a description of the engagement,
see Library and Archives Canada [LAC], RG 9, III-D-3, Vol. 4912, War Diary - 1st
Battalion, October 1915, 5, 14.
13 The war diary of the 1st Battalion is unclear about when this incident occurred.
The only enemy bombardment worthy of note occurred on January 1st, between
1300 and 1400 hours. LAC, RG 9, III-D-3, Vol. 4912, War Diary - 1st Battalion,
January 1916, 4.
14 “New Brunswick Men in Action,” Daily Telegraph, 14 November 1917, 3.
15 “Using Everything at Front Excepting Bows and Arrows,” Daily Telegraph, 11
February 1916, 4.
16 “Three Brothers in Khaki, Sister to Go Overseas,” Daily Telegraph, 3 April 1916, 7.
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volunteers from their community headed overseas, so too did their
efforts increase to keep pace. In 1915, the Gagetown Women’s Institute
delivered packages to 16 individuals; by 1917, that number had
increased to 37.17 Christmas packages sent out by both the institute
and the Soldiers’ Comforts Association often included mittens,
scarves and balaclavas.18 No package was complete, however, without
socks. “A little thing may sometimes turn the scale when men are
wet and weary,” appealed Molly O tty to friends of her brother, “and
nothing does the boys in the trenches so much good as a parcel from
this side.”19 Her brother’s appreciation confirmed just how welcome
these comforts were:
You cannot imagine how much we all out here appreciate your kindness
in sending these gifts; but it is the spirit of Canada to give, and she
has indeed given much in this war. I do not want you to think we are
doing all the work out here, for those at home are daily doing their part
in this cause; more especially I mean the women of our homes, and, in
particular the women of Gagetown Parish, who have sent forward to the
front not only their dear ones, but comforts without number, bringing
to men in the front line and billets joy, and the knowledge that they
are not forgotten by their dear ones beyond the sea. Good people, your
parcels are helping to win this war.20
“There is a Sergeant here who is trying for a commission” wrote
O tty during his extended stay in hospital, “but I would rather get
back to the front.”21 Given the excess of junior officers stationed in
England in 1916, O tty ’s assumption that a field commission would
keep him away from the Front was not unrealistic. What Sergeant
O tty did not anticipate, however, was that experienced ncos were
an even rarer commodity. Those who were fit for duty, like Otty,
were promoted and posted to training units throughout England.22
Company Sergeant-Major Otty, for instance, was assigned to the

17 Queens County Museum, Branch Minute Book: New Brunswick Women’s
Institutes, Gagetown, 19 November 1915 and 30 October 1917.
18 “Memorial Service for Gagetown Hero,” Daily Telegraph, 13 December 1917, 4.
19 NBM, Marianne Gray Otty Papers, F14-22 (3), undated, but c. November 1917.
20 “New Brunswick’s Women Helping to Win the War,” Daily Telegraph, 7 April 1917, 14.
21 “Canadians Treated Well in Hospitals in Mother Country,” Daily Telegraph, 9 May 1916, 6.
22 Tim Cook, At the Sharp End: Canadians Fighting the Great War 1914-1916
(Toronto: Penguin Group, 2007), 525.
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1st Command Depot at Monks Horton. The Battle of the Somme,
however, which inflicted upwards of 24,000 Canadian casualties,
changed the delicate equilibrium that had developed back in England.
Junior officers, normally the first men to go over the top in battle,
were killed or wounded in unprecedented numbers. Suddenly, units
mauled at Courcelette, Thiepval Ridge and Regina Trench were in
desperate need of replacements. O tty was selected from a number
of non-commissioned officers at the Depot and commissioned as a
Temporary Lieutenant in November 1916: “It would not do for me
to stay in England,” he explained to his parents only days before
his departure; “I can go out again this time feeling that I am doing
the right thing.”23 Following a brief period of training, O tty was
reassigned to the 5th cmr . His new unit may not have been entirely
unfamiliar, for only a year earlier it had absorbed many of the
Maritime volunteers from his first unit, the 6th cm r .24
Replacement officers, such as Lieutenants Allen O tty and George
R. Pearkes, helped return the 5th cmr to nominal strength by the
fall of 1916. Pearkes had been posted to the 5th cmr from brigade
headquarters some months earlier and was given command of “C ”
Company just prior to the unit’s attack on Regina Trench. It was here
that many of Pearkes’s leadership qualities were incubated: “Pearkes
was in the middle of the fight,” wrote his biographer, “leading his men
on, encouraging those who lagged, bringing reinforcements up when
needed, helping to repel counterattacks, and stirring his exhausted
men to further efforts.”25 For his efforts at Regina Trench, Pearkes
was awarded the Military Cross.
O tty was assigned to a platoon under Pearkes as the 5th cmr
spent the winter of 1917 in preparation for Vimy Ridge. After the
Somme, Vimy was one of the first opportunities for the newly-created
Canadian Corps to prove itself; particularly since neither the French
nor the English had been able to capture the heights since 1915.
What was needed, and what the corps commander LieutenantGeneral Sir Julian Byng inculcated was improved communication,
greater emphasis on platoon-level tactics and intra-unit operability,
and better overall training to correct some of the failures experienced

23 “ Official Figures Give N.B. Totals Enlistment of 16,500: Back to the Front,”
Daily Telegraph, 30 November 1916, 3.
24 LAC, RG 9, III-D-3, Vol. 4949, File 472, Pt. I, 5th CMR War Diary, 7 December 1916, 5.
25 Roy, For Most Conspicuous Bravery, 48.
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at the Somme. The 5th cmr was pulled out of the line on 21 January
and proceeded to Mont St. Eloi, then Raimbert, for training. The
bulk of the next ten weeks was passed in solidifying the new platoon
organization. Lessons learned were put into practice on taped and
practice trenches at Cauchy-a-la-Tour. Even behind the line, however,
the 5th cmr was not immune from attack. Heavy German artillery
scored a direct hit on a Canadian dugout, killing eight men of “B ”
Company at Woodman Camp, Villers au Bois on 27 March.26
The morning of 9 April 1917 was bitterly cold. A strong northwest
wind blew snow and sleet across the battle ground, reducing visibility
on both sides of the front.27 The 5th cm r , relegated to a supporting
role at Vimy, did not form part of the first wave of attack; nonetheless,
from the relative safety of their fortified tunnel at the center of the
Canadian advance, soldiers could hear - but not see - the battle
unfolding around them. The intense artillery bombardment that
preceded zero hour was, according to the unit’s official diarist, “one
continuous roar.”28 Only when they began to emerge at 0550 hours
could they see the destruction inflicted upon the enemy by Canadian
artillery. “A ” and “D ” Companies took the lead, and came under
immediate fire by a party of approximately 40 Germans that had
evaded the barrage and were overlooked by the Canadians advancing
ahead of the 5th cmr . They were quickly overrun. “C ” Company,
the last to emerge, was ordered forward at 1430 hours, but by then,
enemy resistance had all but evaporated. A ll that remained was to
evacuate the casualties and move the prisoners from the front line.
Lieutenant O tty was shocked by the carnage:
I never saw such havoc. No man could realize that guns could ever
level a place so. Every inch of ground had been hit at least five times
by a shell, until it looked like a spaded garden. Pools of blood, ten and
fifteen feet across, told where an entire outfit had been wiped out with
a shell. The ground was a mass of wire, steel plates, angle irons, steel
rails, timber, machine guns, equipment, German clothing and bodies ...
It was truly an appalling sight.29

26 LAC, RG 9, III-D-3, Vol. 4949, File 473, Pt. II, 5th CMR War Diary, 27 March 1917, 6.
27 G.W.L. Nicholson, Canadian Expeditionary Force, 1914-1919 (Ottawa: Queens
Printer, 1962), 252.
28 LAC, RG 9, III-D-3, Vol. 4949, File 473, Pt. II, 5th CMR War Diary, 9 April 1917, 9.
29 “No Living Man Ever Beheld Such a Scene,” Daily Telegraph, 12 May 1917, 17.
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A ll things considered, casualties were relatively light for the
5th cmr at Vimy. “A ” Company was the hardest hit, losing several
men to injury or death. The remaining companies of the 5th cmr
survived intact, suffering, like Otty, only minor wounds for their
efforts. Most were treated locally and sent back to the front. The
next several months were spent in the vicinity of Vimy, conducting
night patrols and shoring up defences as Allied forces continued to
probe for weakness in the German lines.30 As the 5th cmr wound its
way from Vimy to Fresnoy, however, O tty was side-lined once again.
His hometown newspaper reported:
The ground where Lieutenant Otty has been situated is so thoroughly
poisoned with dead bodies, dead horses and the remains of gas shells that
the boots and socks of the soldiers become soaked with the dangerous
mixture, and in Lieutenant Otty’s case a small cut on the foot became
infected, and blood poisoning set in. It was though at first that the limb
would have to be amputated, but the danger is now past.31
While recuperating, O tty took the time to answer mail and to
send souvenirs home to his family and friends. Yet, he remained
anxious to return to active duty. Given the option of extending his
hospitalization, he chose instead to rejoin his “family” in early August
1917, helping to bring the 5th cmr to nearly full strength for the
Allied push towards Passchendaele.32 Unlike its previous engagement
in the Ypres Salient in 1915, however, the 5th cmr would battle
more than just the Germans: by the fall of 1917, Belgium was awash
in mud, churned up by the merciless impact of heavy artillery and
torrential rain that marked this lowland region. The approaches to
Passchendaele, once dotted by affluent farms and cottages, were now
a featureless series of craters. Trees had long since been obliterated
and all that remained of any man-made structures were the scattered
ruins of ancient stones and timber. “I never saw such utter desolation,”
wrote O tty in his last letter home: “You can look for six miles and
not see a thing but a rolling sea of mud, shell holes, and water.”33

30 Otty led a night patrol on the night of 20 April without incident. LAC, RG 9,
III-D-3, Vol. 4949, File 473, Pt. II, 5th CMR War Diary, 20 April 1917, 29.
31 “ Gagetown Boys are Heard From,” Daily Gleaner, 18 June 1917, 2.
32 “Two Gagetown Soldiers Wounded; Local Men Killed,” Daily Telegraph, 17
August 1917, 5.
33 “A Canadian Hero’s Last Letter,” Daily Telegraph, 20 November 1917, 5.
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British attempts to secure the high ground around Passchendaele
over the summer of 1917 had met with initial success, but the
unrelenting grind of such a large-scale offensive could not be exploited
into wholesale territorial gain. Whether motivated by a need to wear
down the Germans, to weaken the enemy’s hold of the Belgian coast,
or to divert Germany’s attention from sagging French support, Sir
Douglas Haig called upon Lieutenant-General Sir Arthur Currie,
promoted to command the Canadian Corps in August, to duplicate
their success at Vimy in Flanders.34 Currie, who was cognisant of
the deteriorating conditions in Belgium, was not optimistic about
his chances at Passchendaele. Morale was certainly high within
the Canadian Corps, but that was a poor substitute for impassible
terrain, deteriorating weather, a well-entrenched enemy, and only
two weeks to train for the advance. Passchendaele could be taken,
but, as Currie warned, casualties would be high. The 5th cmr was
assigned to the second of four set piece battles to capture the ridge
north and west of Passchendaele. The first, conducted on 26 October,
secured an important foothold on the Bellevue Spur above the now
indistinguishable Ravebeek valley. The second battle, scheduled for
the morning of 30 October, would further exploit these gains.
Taking over from the 4th cm r , the 5th cmr held the left-most
flank of the Canadian Corps boundary. Their objectives were a
number of pillboxes occupied by forward elements of the German
465th Regiment that lay along the northwestern slope of the Bellevue
Spur perhaps 1000 yards beyond but no more than five feet above
their current position. Between these opposing forces lay the remains
of Woodland Plantation, a muddy morass that sucked-up all manner
of man and beast, and the German pillboxes that surrounded it.35
The most immediate question was how best to navigate around
this 100 yard wide crater in the center of the Canadian advance.
Leading a patrol into no-man’s-land only days before the planned
attack, Lieutenant Harry Gifford reconnoitred the various routes at
their disposal: the approach to the north of Woodland Plantation
“was easily crossed,” he noted, “and would present no obstacle to
advancing troops;” the southernmost approach, on the other hand,
presented only a narrow strip of marshy ground in the direction of

34 Nicholson, Canadian Expeditionary Force, 1914-1919, 298-299.
35 Nicholson, Canadian Expeditionary Force, 1914-1919, 322, note.
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their objective.36 It would, of course, been sheer folly to try to pass
through the swamp.
Any attempt to circumnavigate Woodland Plantation, then,
required the continuous advance of the battalions on either side of the
5th cmr to protect its flanks. To their left, within British lines, were
the Artists Rifles, a former officer training unit hitherto untested in
battle.37 On their right, the 49th Battalion mustered in preparation
for its attack against Furst Farm, the forward-most German position
located only 250 yards from the Canadian starting line. In reserve, the
2nd cmr awaited the day’s battle, ready to exploit any gains made.
The lead companies were moved up to the front the night before the
battle, although what passed for trenches could hardly be called a
parapet. While battalion headquarters found safety at Kron Prinze
Farm, an abandoned bunker well behind the Canadian line, those
soldiers awaiting zero hour huddled together in groups of two to four
men wherever a shell hole permitted protection from harassing fire:
The night was cold for them, and they lay out in shell-holes, getting
numbed and cramped and longing for the first gleam of light, when
they could get on the move and do this fighting. It is the waiting which
is always worst, and it was waiting under the heavy fire of big shells
and shrapnel and whiz-bangs and gas-shells and machine-gun bursts
scattered over the sodden fields in this wet darkness without aim, but
sinister in its blind search for men.38
“D ” Company, to whom O tty had been reassigned upon his return
from hospital, lost two of its four officers to shell-fire before the
battle even began.39 Consequently, as night turned to day, Pearkes
assumed operational control of both “C ” and “D ” companies.
At 0550 hours, “C ” and “A ” Companies emerged to the nowfamiliar tactic of a creeping artillery barrage that progressed 100
yards every eight minutes. Flares and rockets illuminated the early
morning mist but, as slow as it advanced, the protective net quickly

36 LAC, RG9, III-D-3, Vol. 4949, File 473, Pt. II, 5th CMR, October 1917, Appendix E.
37 The Regimental Roll of Honour and War Record of the Artists Rifles (London:
Howlett & Son, 1922), xxiv.
38 Philip Gibbs, From Bapaume to Passchendaele (Toronto: Williams Briggs, 1918),
369- 37a
39 LAC, RG9, III-D-3, Vol. 4949, File 473, War Diary - 5th CMR, Summary of
Operations, 30-31 October 1917, 3.
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outpaced those soldiers who managed to navigate intense German
machine gun and artillery fire.40 The Canadian advance began to
falter before it had even begun. “A ” Company was tasked to move to
the south of Woodland Plantation, but was harassed by enfilading
fire from Furst Farm, within the 49th Battalion’s lines, and lost its
commander within minutes of zero hour. “C ’ Company, under Major
Pearkes, was assigned the more northerly route, but he was hit by
shrapnel in the buttocks before he could even leave his shell hole. In
that pivotal minute, momentum depended upon whether he moved
forward or back. Ignoring the obvious discomfort, Pearkes rallied his
company and staggered forward.
From their position along the front line, “D ” and “B ” Companies
observed the progress of the two lead companies. Lieutenant O tty
watched as Canadian artillery rounds, so effective at Vimy, fell short
of their targets.41 In most cases, shells from both combatants exploded
harmlessly deep within the mud. Those who were lucky simply moved
on. Others, particularly those without the assistance of soldiers to
pull them out of the churning sludge, were swallowed whole, never to
be seen again. At 0635 hours, O tty led his platoon forward, following
the same line towards Vapour Farm as “C ” Company three quarters
of an hour earlier. “B ” Company, to his right, had the unfortunate
task of following “A ” Company’s route towards Vine Cottages on the
opposite side of Woodland Plantation. Both paths proved deadly. By
the time O tty caught up to Pearkes, two of every three men under
his command had been lost.
“C ” Company reached their intermediate objective by 0637 hours,
arriving relatively on schedule. It was clear to Pearkes, however,
that neither the Artists Rifles to their left nor the 49th Battalion
to their right had advanced at the pace dictated by the operational
plan.42 This left the two leading companies of the 5th cmr woefully
exposed to enfilading fire from multiple German positions outside
of their objectives. “A ” Company, facing the most circuitous route,
was particularly vulnerable as they worked their way towards Vine
Cottages. Forced to engage in hand-to-hand combat, they fell short

40 Roy, For Most Conspicuous Bravery, 57.
41 G.R. Pearkes, “My Army Recollections,” interview 11 with Reginald H. Roy, 26
October 1965, University of Victoria, Record 236, Box 1.
42 LAC, RG9, III-D-3, Vol. 4949, File 473, Pt. II, War Diary - 5th CMR, Summary
of Operations, 30-31 October 1917, 4.
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B ellevue Pill Box. Passchendaele, Spring 19 19 .

[Library andArchives Canada PA-004432]

of their objective.43 The few soldiers who survived attempted to link
with Pearkes to their left by passing through Plantation Wood. “C ”
Company, however, was in no better shape. They faced fierce resistance
from Vapour and Vanity Farms, their two objectives, as well as from
Source Farm which lay less than 50 yards inside British lines. It
certainly did not help “C ” Company that the 30 minute pause in
the creeping barrage, designed principally to allow the Canadians to
regroup for the final attack on their objective, also allowed the enemy
to retire unmolested to stronger firing positions.44 German snipers
commanding the higher ground atop Bellevue Spur were particularly
effective at slowing the Canadian advance. Casualties continued to
mount. With little alternative but to move forward, Pearkes opted to
divide his forces: while he would continue to advance towards Vapour
and Vanity Farms, it was imperative that O tty and the remnants of
his platoon engage the German pillbox at Source Farm.45
Mustering no more than a dozen men, including long-time friend
Lieutenant Robert Andrews of “C ” Company, O tty took cover along

43 R. Molyneaux, “My Army Recollections,” interview with Reginald H. Roy, 11
December 1965, University of Victoria, Record 230, Box 8.
44 Roy, For Most Conspicuous Bravery, 58.
45 Pearkes interview with Roy, Record 236, Box 1.
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B och e p ill-b o x near Passchendaele ou t o f action. Battle o f Passchendaele. N ovem ber, 19 17.

[Library andArchives Canada PA-002210]
Paddebeek ravine - less a ravine, Pearkes would say, than “a little dip
in the ground” - as his men worked their way behind Source Farm.46
The concrete bunker, barely visible above the ruins of the farm, was a
formidable obstacle; yet, while it offered its occupants good protection
from artillery fire, it was not invulnerable to small party attack.
“We had to take them by stealth,” explained 5th cmr survivor, Sgt
McLellan, “by doing it this way, in sections and not altogether, we
blinded the enemy.”47 Capt. S.B. Bennett, Regimental historian of the
4th cmr , elaborates upon some of lessons learned from their attack at
Passchendaele four days earlier:
Contrary to popular belief the majority of pill-boxes were not loopholed fortresses from which the defenders fought. They were square
rooms of reinforced-concrete with walls and roof about five feet thick
with one door in the rear leading into a fire-trench. Their walls were too
thick to allow a field of fire through ports. During a bombardment and
when not in action the garrison gained shelter within but as soon as an
attack was launched the occupants manned the fire-trench which ran

46 Pearkes interview with Roy, Record 232, Box 7.
47 Lyn Macdonald, They Called it Passchendaele (London: Michael Joseph, 1978), 220.
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behind and extended on either side of the pill-box. They took the place
of deep dug-outs which were impracticable in such a low-lying country,
and were good rallying points giving moral support to the defenders.
They were formidable, but with one weakness, their range of fire was
limited and unless covered by other pill-boxes on the flanks the blind
points in the range of fire made it possible for individual attackers to
crawl up under cover and bomb the garrison behind. This explains
many of the individual acts of heroism in capturing or demolishing a
crew defending a pill-box.48
Artillery rounds and machine gun fire tore through the improvised
section as it approached the German position. Private Robert Micks
was buried by an explosion only to be pulled-out by his companions.
He reached the objective, but was killed shortly thereafter.49 Corporal
Theodore Searles never even made it to Source Farm. Mortally
wounded during the advance, one account states that he sat on the
edge of shell hole and cheered-on his platoon before he died.50 Upon
reaching their objective, the survivors of O tty ’s platoon faced the
grim task of storming the pillbox:
The blockhouses gave trouble, for there were living men inside with the
usual weapon which spat out bullets. So there was another struggle
here, very fierce and bloody, and the place was only taken by groups of
men who crawled round it in the mud, sprang at it out of shell-craters,
and acted with individual cunning and courage.51
By the time the Canadians outflanked the Germans, only five
men from O tty ’s platoon remained. Conversely, once the main bunker
and original farm cellars were cleared, upwards of 21 prisoners were
taken.52

48 Capt. S.G. Bennett, The 4th Canadian Mounted Rifles 1914-1919 (Toronto:
Murray Printing Co., 1926), 79-80.
49 Lieutenant Logie, a Platoon Commander within “C” Company, identifies his
batman, Private Robert Micks, as “one of the five who captured Source Farm.”
Lieutenant A.W. Logie to Mrs. Fair, 11 February 1918, in “Letter Delivered Tragic
News,” Northumberland Today, 8 November 2011.
50 John Wilkinson, Soldiers of Cookshire and Vicinity in the Great War (Cookshire:
John Wilkinson, n.d.), Plate V, no. 6.
51 Gibbs, From Bapaume to Passchendaele, 370-371.
52 Pearkes interview with Roy, Record 232, Box 7.
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Source Farm cost many lives in the taking, but was a necessary
objective. “It was only by getting that farm which enabled the rest of
us to go forward,” conceded Pearkes years later.53 With their left flank
now protected, “C ” Company succeeded in taking their two objectives
by 0745 hours and began to dig in for the expected counterattack.54
Stragglers from the three other companies consolidated on Pearkes’s
main position, but his entire force never exceeded 50 men. Even so, as
offensive action shifted to defensive operations, it was the Canadians
who now held the objective and the Germans who struggled to
overcome poor terrain in order to retake their former strong points.
Pearkes struggled to maintain his momentum. An attempt to extend
“C ” Company’s front to “A ” Company’s objective at Vine Cottages
failed. As his forces began to thin, the section tasked to Vanity Farm
was similarly overrun, leaving Vapour and Source Farms in the hands
of only twenty Canadians. This represented all that remained of four
combined companies of the 5th cm r . Pearkes signalled desperately to
battalion headquarters to commit reserve forces.
After three hours of sometimes intense fighting, O tty was tired,
perhaps a little light-headed, but maintained firm control over the
approaches to Source Farm. From his vantage point on the left, O tty
surely sensed the gravity of the situation unfolding less than 200
yards away. He could hardly spare a man, but there was no guarantee
that any of “C ” Company’s carrier pigeons would get through to the
rear with Pearkes’s appeal. O tty composed his own message and
selected a runner to return to battalion headquarters. It was 1110
hours and every word conveyed a sense of urgency: “Enemy is digging
in on the right” he warned headquarters, “About 300. Am holding
Source Farm with 8 men and am in touch with Lieut. Gifford on the
right. Need reinforcements and ammunition.”55
O tty did not wait for a reply to act. As noon approached, German
attention intensified on Pearkes’s position at Vapour Farm. The need
to protect “C ” Company’s flank was never more important. Pearkes
watched O tty emerge from the ruins of Source Farm with at least two
other men, leaving Lieutenant Andrews and the five remaining riflemen

53 Pearkes interview with Roy, Record 232, Box 7.
54 LAC, RG9, III-D-3, Vol. 4949, File 473, Pt. II, War Diary - 5th CMR, Summary
of Operations, 30-31 October 1917, 5.
55 LAC, RG9, III-D-3, Vol. 4949, File 473, Pt. II, War Diary - 5th CMR, Summary
of Operations, 30-31 October 1917, 8.
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Passchendaele, n o w a field o f m ud. N ovem ber, 19 1 7 .

[Library andArchives Canada PA-040139]

to defend this strong point. O tty began to work his way northward,
away from Vapour Farm and towards a smaller party of Germans seen
massing on the ridge opposite O tty within the British sector. It was a
bold gamble. Extending the Canadian line offered greater protection
from another German flanking manoeuvre, but it left Vapour Farm
even more vulnerable if Source Farm was overrun. Pearkes was not
in communication with Otty, but approved of what the young officer
was trying to accomplish. More important, as Private Carroll Hodges
explained to Molly O tty only weeks after the battle, O tty’s decision to
move beyond Source Farm proved tactically significant:
I saw no officer or man who did more to win a victory, who thought
more of his men and their immediate danger than your brother. In
one instance, he alone, with a handful of men, faced death itself by
capturing and putting out of work five German machine guns with their
crews.56
It was here that O tty was reportedly killed by enemy fire early
in the afternoon of 30 October: “we never saw him again,” states
Pearkes, “but by that time he only had two or three men with him
and they came back and joined us at Vapour Farm.”57 O tty ’s sister,

56 “ ‘Never Saw Officer Do More to Win Victory’,” Daily Telegraph, 2 January 1918, 3.
The original letter, reproduced almost entirely in the article, was dated 24 November
1917. Private Hodges’ claim that Otty helped secure five enemy machine guns is
corroborated by the war diary of the 5th CMR, LAC, RG9, III-D-3, Vol. 4949, File
473, Pt. II, War Diary - 5th CMR, Summary of Operations, 30-31 October 1917, 6-7.
57 Pearkes interview with Roy, Record 236, Box 1.
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however, offers a different account of his death. In a letter to the
Digby Weekly Courier a year and a half after O tty ’s death, she
stated that “he was wounded in the arm and side but would not
give up until evening when the ground had all been cleared up ...
Just as he was starting back he fell, killed instantly.”58 Some of the
information she had gleaned for the article was obviously incorrect.
The 5th cmr War Diary and Pt. II Orders, for instance, make no
mention of O tty ’s promotion to Acting Captain or that he had led
the whole of “D ” Company into battle as she had been led to believe.
In one important detail, however, she was entirely correct: according
to O tty ’s official death registration, he was killed by an enemy rifle
bullet “when making his way to the Regimental Aid Post.”59
This appears to place O tty behind Source Farm when he was
killed rather than in front, as Pearkes recollected. While the war
diary of the 5th cmr makes no mention of O tty ’s death, the official
narrative of the 2nd cmr makes a number of specific references to the
defence of Source Farm. “B ” Company, 2nd cm r , was committed to
the battle at 1000 hours, with one company detailed to navigate left
of Woodland Plantation and another two companies to the right.60
Like those soldiers who preceded them, however, “the only possible
route from our front line to this garrison was over low swampy
ground continually swept by machine gun and rifle fire from both
flanks.”61 Only 60 men, or half the company, managed to reach
Pearkes’ position. At 1430 hours, “A ” Company followed suit, with
one platoon tasked specifically to reinforce Source Farm:
Lieut. Lyle arrived at SOURCE FARM with one Lewis gun and crew
and seven riflemen. He there found four 5th C.M.R.’s with a Lewis gun.
Posting his Lewis gun in position on right of the Farm, he pushed on
with seven riflemen about 75 yards North of the farm where they took
up position in shell holes. In this neighbourhood he found a wounded

58 “A St. John Man’s Noble War Record,” Digby Weekly Courier, 25 April 1919,
5. This letter to the editor was published unsigned, but contains many of the
biographical elements that Molly O tty prepared in her obituary of Lieutenant Otty.
See “ Gagetown, N.B., Nov. 16th,” NBM, Marianne Gray Otty Papers, F14-17, 2.
59 LAC, RG 150, Accession 1992-93/314 Circumstances of Death Registers - First
World War, Vol. 226.
60 LAC, RG 9-III-D-3, Vol. 4947, File 465, Pt. I, War Diary - 2nd CMR, Operations,
Passchendaele Ridge, October 26th to November 2nd, 1917, 2.
61 LAC, RG 9, III-D-3, Vol. 4949, File 473, Pt. II, War Diary - 5th CMR, Summary
of Operations, 30-31 October 1917, 6-7.
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officer of the 5th C.M.R. Battalion with three other ranks and a Lewis
Gun. On Lieut. Lyle’s arrival the officer started for the rear.62
Relieved of duty, O tty returned to the protection of Source Farm.
In fact, he did not stay long. Lieutenant Andrews, one of the last to
see his friend alive, describes the final moments of Lieutenant Allen
O tty ’s life:
We bandaged his wounds and he started back to the dressing station.
He had only gone about two hundred yards when he fell. Several of the
boys tried to help him, but Fritz kept sniping, and after several attempts
we had to abandon trying. One thing is certain and comforting, he died
instantly, for after we were relieved I made enquiries and found that he
had been hit in the head.63
O tty ’s death had not been in vain. Because of his success in
holding the line at Source Farm, the Germans were left with no
other choice but to attack from the front. At 1345 hours, the enemy
began to mount the crest of Bellevue Spur above Vapour Farm. Only
19 men of the 5th cmr and 8 men of the 2nd remained to defend
the Canadian position. Even with the support of those few soldiers
still manning Source Farm, it would have been suicidal for Pearkes
to retreat; yet, he doubted whether he could hold his position until
dusk, when reinforcements were expected to reach him. “Knowing
that our lives depended upon being able to dispose of any enemy,
any movement at all,” the 5th cmr made its desperate last stand.
“C ” Company’s two Lewis guns poured round after round into the
enemy; and as long-range support from the battalion machine gun
platoon entrenched behind the Canadian line found their range, the
final German counterattack failed to penetrate closer than fifty yards
of Vapour Farm. In retrospect, Pearkes believed that the Germans
lacked “aggressive leadership”. Had the enemy realized how few
men were holding the Canadian position and how little ammunition
remained, they might easily have overrun Vapour Farm.64 O f the

62 LAC, RG9-III-D-3, Vol. 4947, File 465, Pt. I, War Diary - 2nd CMR, Operations,
Passchendaele Ridge, October 26th to November 2nd, 1917, 2.
63 St. John Standard, 27 June 1918, 5.
64 Pearkes interview with Roy, Record 236, Box 1. Some evidence of the German
perspective at Passchendaele is provided by Jack Sheldon, The German Army at
Passchendaele (South Yorkshire: Pen and Sword Books, 2007), 271-272.
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Wounded Canadian being taken to an aid-post. Battle of Passchendaele, November 1917. [Library and
Archives Canada PA-002200]
original four companies of the 5th cmr who advanced on their
objectives, fewer than 20 men remained unscathed by night fall when
they were relieved by the remaining companies of the 2nd cm r .
Writing mere hours after the 5th cmr ’s stand at Vapour and
Source Farms, official war correspondent Philip Gibbs of the
(London) Daily Chronicle noted that “the battle is one of those
called ‘a minor operation,’ but the ground taken by heroic effort
is the gateway to Passchendaele.”65 His assessment proved entirely
prophetic. By 10 November, the remaining two phases of General
Currie’s plan to secure the village were complete, at a cost of 15,654
Canadian casualties.66 Estimates place the number of 5th cmr men
killed or wounded at 19 officers and 395 other ranks.67 Several awards
for bravery were given for actions rendered on 30 October. Future
Victoria Cross recipient Sergeant C.S. Rutherford earned a Military
Medal at Vapour Farm. Lieutenant H.R. Gifford was awarded the
Military Cross for helping to capture one of the farms and defending it

65
66
67
of

Gibbs, From Bapaume to Passchendaele, 372.
Nicholson, Canadian Expeditionary Force, 1914-1919, 327.
LAC, RG 9, III-D-3, Vol. 4949, File 473, Pt. II, War Diary - 5th CMR, Summary
Operations, 30-31 October 1917, 12.
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against two counterattacks.68 Major Pearkes, of course, was awarded
the Victoria Cross for his outstanding leadership in leading the men
of “C ” Company to Vapour Farm, then holding their objective against
German counterattack.
Lieutenant-Colonel D.C. Draper, commanding officer of the 5th
cm r , recognized almost immediately the significance of Pearkes’s
actions that day. In consultation with his adjutant, Major Dickie
Rhoades, they tasked their assistant adjutant, Lieutenant H.F.C.
Cocks, to draft the citation; and although the usual two witnesses
were called to corroborate Pearkes’s account of the battle, his award
was a foregone conclusion. “It was pretty well automatic,” Cocks
explained years later, “Rhoades and I would do talking [sic] and
Rhoades said ‘V.C.’ - it was unanimous.”69 Other nominations
were more intensely scrutinized. Lieutenant Allen O tty provides an
interesting case in point. Comparing his actions on 30 October to
those of other officers, O tty clearly merited recognition. A total of
five Military Crosses were awarded to the 5th cmr for Passchendaele.
Their citations note the thorough reconnaissance that was conducted
before the battle, the resourcefulness of these officers in leading
their platoons to the objective, and their determination in defending
their gains against repeated counterattack. Had O tty stopped his
advance with the capture of Source Farm, his citation would likely
have mirrored that of mc recipient Lieutenant Andrews, who was
“instrumental in capturing a farm, with twenty-one prisoners and
two machine guns, driving off counterattacks and holding on to the
captured positions.” 70
O tty ’s case, however, was truly exceptional in that, having
subsequently emerged from the relative safety of Source Farm, his
detachment captured as many as five enemy machine guns and
an untold number of prisoners. If his objective was to extend “D ”
Company’s defensive perimeter and so force the German battalion
into a headlong attack against the larger Canadian concentration to
his right, O tty advanced knowing full-well that it might cost him his
life. It did. The conundrum facing senior officers was that only two

68 London Gazette, 4 February 1918, Issue 30507, 1607. The citation was published
separately, 5 July 1918, Issue 30780, 7932.
69 G.R. Pearkes, with H.F.C. Cocks, “My Army Recollections,” interview 10 with
Reginald H. Roy, 21 October 1965, University of Victoria, Record 236, Box 1.
70 London Gazette, 4 February 1918, Issue 30507, 1606. The citation was published
separately, 5 July 1918, Issue 30780, 7930.
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honours could be awarded to a soldier who died in battle: the Victoria
Cross and the mentioned-in-despatches.71 Major K .L. Duggan, who
was killed in action while leading “A ” Company’s advance on Vine
Cottages, received the latter in lieu of a certain Military Cross or
Distinguished Service Order (dso ). The fundamental question,
therefore, is whether O tty was mentioned-in-despatches as a result
of a downgraded v c , dso , or mc nomination.72 Both Pearkes and
his biographer are rather elusive on the subject, however, anecdotal
evidence suggests that O tty may have indeed been considered for
the Victoria Cross: “It was reported that he had been recommended
for the V.C.,” recounted Molly O tty in 1919, “but so far nothing has
come of it.”73
The Ottys were likely unaware of the obstacles facing their son
and brother’s nomination. In the first place, military authorities held
a distinct bias against the awarding of posthumous gallantry medals.
The posthumous award of the v c , only authorized in 1902, was still
a novelty during the Great War and was given sparingly. In fact, in
spite of the availability of the mid , only three of the 29 decorations
awarded to the 5th cmr at Passchendaele were earned by men who
died in battle.74 In addition, as Lieutenant-Colonel Draper and his
staff pieced the day’s events together, an even greater obstacle loomed
- it does not appear that O tty ’s actions were witnessed by any other
officer or non-commissioned officer. Neither Pearkes nor Lieutenant
Andrews, who was left to defend the German bunker at Source Farm
when O tty advanced against the enemy, could corroborate the reports
of the surviving riflemen. Similarly, Lieutenant Lyle, of the 2nd cm r ,

71 Few books explain the nomination process for the VC better than Hugh A.
Halliday, Valour Reconsidered (Toronto: Robin Brass Studio, 2006). Policies and
practices were often subject to evolving political and military considerations that
sometimes had little to do with perceived bravery.
72 As Halliday points out, more VC nominations were downgraded than actually
awarded. Such was the case of Sergeant Gordon McNamara, 5th CMR, whose VC
nomination for actions at the Bluff was rejected in favour of a Distinguished Conduct
Medal. LAC, RG 9, III-D-3, Vol. 4949, File 473, Pt. I, War Diary - 5th CMR War
Diary, 11 December 1916, 10.
73 “A St. John Man’s Noble War Record,” Digby Weekly Courier, 25 April 1919, 5.
74 The posthumous award of a Military Medal to Lance Corporal William
Huntingford appears to present an anomaly to the War Office’s official policy.
Upon further examination, however, Huntingford, who was wounded on 30 October
was actually killed several days later by artillery fire that fell upon or around the
field hospital that he was recovering in. See LAC, RG 150, Accession 1992-93/314
Circumstances of Death Registers - First World War, Vol. 195.
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makes no other mention of O tty other than having relieved him.
Consequently, as nominations for the vc were being drawn up, some
of the credit for O tty ’s actions on 30 October was assigned to Pearkes:
it was Pearkes who captured Source Farm proclaimed Captain T.G.
Roberts of the Canadian War Records Office;75 Lieutenant A.W.
Logie, when asked to prepare a corroborating statement in support of
Pearkes’s nomination, did not disagree.76 O tty ’s family would have to
settle for the lesser award and the thanks of a grateful King.
Table: Decorations to the 5th CMR for Actions, 30 October 1917
RANK

M ID

L t.-C o l

1

M aj

2

MM

d c m

m c

D so

vc

1

1

Capt

Lt

2

5

CSM

2

Sgt

Cpl

2

P te

Totals

5

9

6

16

0

5

1

1

Was this a fair outcome for such exceptional deeds and a life lost?
Back home in Gagetown, New Brunswick, that was a rather moot
point when compared to the heavy price paid at Passchendaele. Grief

75 Captain Theodore Goodridge Roberts, Thirty Canadian V.Cs. (London: King’s
Printer, 1918), 69.
76 LAC, RG 9-III-D-1, Vol. 4707, Folder 87, File 20, Lieutenant A.W. Logie to
Lieutenant-Colonel D.C. Draper, 6 November 1917: “As the First London Artists did
not connect with his left flank, by a flanking movement he [Pearkes] captured Source
Farm, the Artists’ right objective"
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hung over the community like a veil as, over the days and weeks that
followed, services for 13 men were held, including those for Privates
James McDonough, Robert Miller and Wilfred Smith - men who
had served and died with O tty in the 5th cm r .77 “You may be proud
to have had such a noble son,” offered Lieutenant-Colonel Draper to
O tty ’s grieving parents.7
78 That point was not lost upon a community
that sought to find deeper meaning in those dark days of 1917. “The
purpose of sacrifice,” exhorted Reverend T.F. Marshall to a capacity
crowd at St. John’s Anglican Church, “was to protect near and
dear, guard our country, uphold the empire, [and] save humanity.”79
Certainly, O tty accomplished all that and more.
Even in death, Allen O tty found ways to serve his platoon. In
memory of her brother, Molly O tty continued to send comforts to
the men of the 5th cm r . Only days after his death, she placed an
advertisement in the Daily Telegraph seeking the donation of socks
and other comforts for the men of his “D ” Company. The public
response was overwhelming.80 As clothing and tobacco flowed across
the English Channel in the name of this young officer, the gratitude
from O tty ’s former comrades in arms was heart-warming. He may
not have been awarded the Victoria Cross, but his legacy was firmly
etched in the memories of those who survived Passchendaele. That
was never more true than with future Major-General George R.
Pearkes. When asked by Reginald Roy which officer he remembered
most from that fateful day in 1917, the only name that Pearkes could
recall was that of Allen Otty. Pearkes may have saved the day, but it
was O tty who saved Pearkes.

77 Curtis Mainville, “ Communities at War: A Case Study of Queens County, New
Brunswick, 1914-1918,” MA Thesis, University of New Brunswick, 2012.
78 “British Army Veteran Fell in N.B. Unit: Lieut. O tty’s Death,” Daily Telegraph,
5 December 1917, 3.
79 NBM, Marianne Gray Otty Papers, F14-9, Rev. T.F. Marshall’s Service Outline,
16 November 1917. On the second anniversary of O tty’s death, a brass and oak
tablet was subsequently erected in the same church as a reminder “That there might
be preserved at any cost, the right of honest folk to labor in their fields, to love, to
pray, and at last to sleep in the peace of God.” See “To Perpetuate the Memory of
Lieut. Allen Otty,” Daily Telegraph, 7 November 1919, 5.
80 Daily Telegraph, “Memorial Service for a Gagetown Hero,” 13 December 1917, 4.
Donations were received from “friends of the 5th CM R” all across the province, and
were enough to supply every member of O tty’s former platoon.
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